Letters from our Patients

Nurses have a very special place in my heart. It takes a different type of person to become a nurse. They take an oath to care for strangers. They work long hours, stand on their feet, take short breaks, chase call lights, study monitors, listen for beeps, deal with patients’ family members, so on and so forth, and rarely get the recognition they deserve.

I will forever be thankful for the nurses at ECMC. There was one nurse in particular who cleaned my son’s earrings (I knew she was a mom). Another nurse made sure his fingernails were cleaned. Another nurse faithfully brushed his teeth. All while he was in a coma. They cared for him because that’s what they chose to do. It was beyond what they had to do. That’s when you know it’s more than just a job to them. May God bless them with the desires of their heart. May He continue to keep and protect them.

Sincerely,

Melissa, Mother of Patient